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**Winter Sports Spectator Guidelines**
These guidelines have been created by Governor Kim Reynolds, Department of Public
Health, IHSAA, IGHSAU and the HOIAC.

Who can attend games/matches?
*Athletes in that sport that play at that level.
*2 spectators allowed per athlete in that sport, at that level.
*Coaches of that sport (not allowed 2 spectators).
*Managers of that specific team (not allowed 2 spectators).
*Cheerleaders of that sport (not allowed 2 spectators).
*Game management personnel (not allowed 2 spectators).

Spectator Information:
*Only 2 spectators allowed per athlete in that sport, at that level.
- A spectator is only allowed to attend the game that their athlete is
Involved and must leave once that contest is over. (Ex)
*A spectator on the boy’s list can not show up early for the girl’s game
and a spectator on the girl’s list can not stay for the boy’s game.
- A Google Doc with the athlete’s name and 2 guest’s name will be at the
Gate when attending South Hamilton home events.
- Once admission is paid names will be checked on the Google Doc.
- Once an athlete has 2 guests checked in no other spectators will be
allowed to enter under that athlete’s name.
- Some schools will have online ticketing only, at those schools no ticket
will be purchased at the gate.
*Admission: Student and Adult $5.00
*Masks are required for all who attend games.

How long are these Guidelines in place?
*These guidelines will be in place thru November 30th, by that time we expect to
hear updated guidance from the Governor.

Guidance on Pep Bands and Half time routines (Dance Team):
*These performances may still take place but those performers are not allowed to
have spectators enter the game/match to watch.
*Once they are finished performing they should leave the game/match.

Live Streaming:
*It is our goal to live steam all varsity contests and as many sub varsity contests
as possible. This goal is shared by all schools in the HOIAC.

